
To whom it may concern,

1. I am writing to object to the following Policies: SP PL10, pages 80-87, and Figure
3.11; Policy SP PL9, pages 77-80 and Concept Plan Figure 3.10; Policy SA45: Land
Between Camlet Way and Crescent Way, Hadley Wood, page 364; Policy SA54, page
374; and Policy SA62 page 383 and SP CL4 pages 277-279 – all of which propose the
dedesignation of Green Belt for housing and other purposes.

This will be nothing but a detriment to the boroughs character, residents and communities.
This will destroy Enfield and the very thing residents live, and what attracts new reside and
visitors - our amazing lush green belt land full of things that help us to keep our sanity and
get out in the fresh air and open spaces that give us a break from our congested towns. You
will ge taking this valuable benefit which is a key reason we have all chosen to call Enfield
'home'.  This is imperative to a balanced lifestyle for all and our mental health. 

Residents of not just Enfield, but also neighbouring boroughs that do not have green belt
spaces like this (harringey, Islington etc) will be forced to travel further afield to enjoy the
green spaces, nature trails and the infamous garden centres which have been integral to the
community for decades.  the elderly, vulnerable, families on low income, those with
disabilities will be trapped in the congested smog of their current towns with no access
able escapism unless  they can get help/assistance physically and financially to get them to
places further afiee such as deep Hertfordshire and Essex. The loss of these spaces is
nothing but a detriment to the community and character of the Borough. An inconsiderate
and inhumane proposal. 

2. I am also objecting to Policy SA52 page 372, which would remove part of Rammey
Marsh, a wildlife area and public amenity, from the Green Belt. Quite simply you are
proposing to kill of wildlife to line your pockets.

3.. I am also objecting to the tall building policies on pages 156-160, Figure 7.3, Figure
7.4 and Policy DE6, and SA2 Palace Gardens Shopping Centre page 321 which
propose areas for and the acceptable height of tall buildings which, in many cases
would mar the landscape . Tower blocks? Phave you not learnt from the disaster of tower
blocks/ large estate housing all over the UK in the 60s/70s? They do nothing but fracture
the sense of community, create a hub for crime, and fracture the family lifestyle. Plus they
are just downright ugly and ruin the skin - this is not canry wharf - this is Enfield, a
Borough that is supposedly family friendly. 
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